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1.0 INTRODUCTION
To support the documentation of the computer subprograms, test cases for
the various major computing options of the subprograms have been executed
and the results compiled. This volume contains these results as well as
a description of the main program utilized for the test case executions.
The computer used was the CDC 6600 at the Boeing Computer Services, Inc.
facility at Renton, Washington. These cases have been executed on a
CDC 6600 computer at the NASA Langley Research Center and the results
compared. The computed numbers were the same, showing the subprograms
to be essentially system independent since the two computer facilities
have quite different systems. Section 2 describes the main driver pro-
gram and section 3 presents the test case results.
2.0 SAMPLE DRIVER
The sample main program — the sample driver SDRIVER — consists of input
through subroutine INPT, printout of the input by subroutine PRNTIN, a
call to the primary subroutine, and the printout of the mode amplitudes
by subroutine PRNTOUT.
Two special features are available. One, data reduction subroutine
DISCOEF, is used with package 3 (BCDAA). This subroutine inputs veloc-
ity distortion data and computes the corresponding distortion Fourier
coefficients that are stored in array AR. In the use of package 4
(BBCAA), a summation of the mode amplitudes over eddies is available.
The above two special features are available through the extended
definitions of ARMISC(22) and ARMISC(26), respectively.
2.1 Usage of Sample Driver













2.1.2 Data Deck. — There is one sample driving program for all
packages. Only one package may be used in any one execution of the
sample driving program. The following paragraphs describe how to set
up the data deck.
The first card must have one of the following in the first five columns:
AAAAA, AABAA, BCDAA, or BBCAA. Then the data deck consists of one or
more cases which are stacked sequentially. Each case is defined by
specifying the array ARMISC, the array AR, and, under certain conditions,
angular distortion data.
The first five cards of a case are used to input the array ARMISC, which
has dimension 40. Input the 40 values, ARMISC(l) through ARMISC(40), in
the format FORMAT (8F10.2). Not all 40 values are used and some values
refer to a particular package only. The user should know which values
are needed. Most elements of array ARMISC are defined in the FORTRAN
dictionary (vol. II, sec. 2.2). The two exceptions are:
ARMISC(22) In package 3 (BCDAA), ARMISC(22) = 4 means that
velocity distortion data is to be input.- Sub-
routine DISCOEF is called by the sample driver,
SDRIVER, and computes Fourier coefficients of
this data according to ARMISC(23) and ARMISC(24).
Finally, ARMISC(22) is set to 3 and package 3 is
called.
AMRISC(26) This is used in package 4 (BBCAA) for accumulation
of the eddies,' which takes place in the sample driver,
SDRIVER.
0 or blank means do not sum over eddies
do not put any nonzero value in
ARMISC(26) when using other packages
1 means start summing over the eddies
beginning with this case
2 means sum over eddies
3 means sum over eddies ending with this case
It is assumed that when the user wants to sum C^ cases
over eddies, he changes only the eddy data, ARMISC(28)
through ARMISC(37) in these C^ cases.
The next card (sixth card) indicates which component (inlet stator,
rotor, outlet stator) data is required in the array AR. This card must:
1) Have a 1 in column 5 if inlet stator data is required
2) Have a 1 in column 10 if rotor data is required
3) Have a 1 in column 15 if outlet stator data is required
Next, the array AR is input. Its elements are completely defined in
the FORTRAN dictionary. Input data by components: first, input AR(I,
J,l) for all I,J if inlet stator data is required; next, input AR(I,J,2)
for all I,J if rotor data is required; and, finally, input AR(I,J,3) for
all I,J if outlet stator data is required. For a given component, K:
1) Input AR(1,J,K) for all J.
2) Input AR(2,J,K) for all J.
3) If spanwise data is required, input AR(3,J,K) for all J,
AR(4,J,K) for all J, etc.
Now, for given K and I, input AR(I,1,K), AR(I,2,K), AR(I,3,K), ...,
with format FORMAT (9F8.2).
Finally, in package 3 (BCDAA), if velocity distortion data is
required (ARMISC[22] =4), it is input now. Input the first card with
format FORMAT(1615) where:
1) Columns 1-5 contain the number of angles, which must be <_ 40
2) Columns 6-10 contain NSPAND, where:
AR(1,1,2) if spanwise velocity distortion data is
desired; it must be specified at the radial coor-
dinates AR(3,1,2), AR(4,1,2), ..., AR(m,l,2),
m = 2 + AR(1,1,2)
0 if average values are to be used
Next, input the angles using format FORMAT (8F10.4).
If NSPAND = 0, input average distortion values. These must be
input per angle as the angles were input using format FORMAT (8F10.4).
If NSPAND 4 0, input distortion values:
1) At first radial position for each angle as the angles were
input using format FORMAT (8F10.4)
2) At second radial position as in item 1 above
3) At last radial position as in item 1 above
2.2 FORTRAN Listing of Sample Driver
PROS RAM SDRIVERUNPUT*OUTPUT, T A P E S - INPUT, T A P E 6»3UTPUT)
PURPOSE SA1PLE MAIN P R O G R A M FOR THE P R I M A R Y SU3RQJT INE
DIMENSION A R I 2 0 , < » 0 , 3 1 » A * M I S C ( < , 0 1 » A R M U M N ( * 0 » 5 0 » » 1 A X N { 5 0 I » M U S E ( 5 0 I
C O M P L E X ALPHA1N(40 ,53 )»ASUfmG»50 l
DIMENSION KINO)






R E A D P R I M A R Y SUBROUTINE NAME
R E A 3 I 5 . 5 ) IPRC
5 FOR1ATU5)
RETURN POINT FOR N E X T C A S E
10 CONTINUE
L A S T « D
CALL SUBROUTINE INPT TO READ THE NEXT D A T A C A S E
CALL INPTI * N A R M 1 S C » A R M I S C » M A X O I M » M A X J » A R » K I N » N O F J , ICASE, IEND)
CHECK IF L A S T C A S E
IFI IENO.NE.O ) GO TO 1000
CALL SUBROUTINE OlSCOtF TO INPUT THE OIST3RTIOH
AND COMPUTE THE C O R R E S P O N D I N G FOURIER C 0£r F 1C I S NT S»
PLACING .THE RESULTS IN AR
I F U R P . I S C ( 2 2 > . E 0 . 4 ) C A L L D ISCOEF ( ARMI SC. MAXDIM, MAX J, AR,K I N» NOF J,
1 H A X ? H I , V , I C A S E I
C A L L SUBROUTINE PRNTIN TO PRINTOUT THE INPUT D 4 T A
CALL PR.MTINC IPRG» I CAS E » N A R M IS C» ARM ISC. M A X O IM» MAX J* AR ,NQF J» KI N)
U P D A T E A R M I S C r iHEN D I S C Q E F IS USED
IF( A R M I S C ( 2 2 I . E 0 . 4 ) A * * I S C U 2 > » 3
C A L L THE P R I M A R Y SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE M03AL A M P L I T U D E S
IF(I P R G . E 0 . 5 H A A A A A I C A L L A A A A A t A i < M I S C » M A X O I . 1 . 1 A X J » A < . M 3 I M » N O I M »
1 A R M J M N » N O F M » M U S E » M A X N . A L P H A M N * I E R R O R )
1FU P R G . E 0 . 5 H A A B A A ) C A L L A A B 4 A ( A R H I S C » M A X 0 1 H » H A X J , A * » M O I M » N O I M .
1 A R M J M N » N O F M » M U S E , M A X N » A L P H A M M , I E R R O R »
h
Ifil P R G . E 0 . 5 H B C O A A ) CALL 8CDA A I ASM I S C , H A X O I * , M A X J , A * . M O IM,NOIM,
1ARMJMN,NOFM,MUSE,MAXN,UPHAMN, IERROR>
»
IFUPRG. E 0 . 5 H 3 8 C A A ) CALL 38CA A « ARMI SC > MA XO I H* MAX J » 4 *»MOI M, NO IM,
lARMJMN.NOFI .MJSE.MAXN.ALPHAMN,1 E R R O R )
» '
50 CONfINUE
IF l lAST .EO. 0 ) W R I T E ( 6 » 6 0 )
I F « L A S T .EO. i ) W R I T E « 6 , 7 0 )
60 FOR1ATUH1)
70 FOR<1AT( lH l ,UX , *ACCUMULAT iaN UF E D D Y S * )
t
* CALL SUBROUTINE PRNTOUT TO PRINTOUT THE HJJAL A M P L I T U D E S
h
I F ( I E R R O R . N E . ^ ) CALL PR NT O U T ( M O IM,ND I M, NOFM, M U S E / M A X N , A L P H A M N )
»
»
I F ( A R M I S C I 2 6 ) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 10
I F I A R M I S C I 2 6 ) - 2.) 500,550,600
50C 00 51C N*1»NDIM
DO 510 M»1,MOIM
510 ASU1(N»M) - ALPHAMN«N,H)
GO TO 10 •
550 DO 5bC N*1,NDIM
DO 56C M«1,»1DIM
560 ASU* (N» t t ) ' ASUM(N,M) » ALPHAMN(N,M)
GO TO 10
603 IFUAST .E3. 1) SO TO 10
00 SIC N-
DO 51C H>
610 A L P H A M N ( N , M ) * ASUM(N,H) * A L P H A * N ( N » M )







2.3 Sample Driver Subroutine Descriptions
2.3.1 Subroutine INPT
Purpose: This subroutine provides a standardized input on TAPE 5 of
arrays AR and ARMISC. This subroutine will be updated as
primary subroutines are developed.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Determine the number of elements in ARMISC.
2) Input ARMISC.
3) Check for an END OF FILE and return upon detection.
4) Update the case counter.
5) Input which components, K, are to be input.
6) For each component to be input, perform steps 7 to 9
below.
7) Compute the number of J's to be used.
8) Input AR for I equal to 1 and 2.
9) When there is spanwise data, input AR for the remaining I's,
Usage: CALLING SEQUENCE












KIN(K), K = 1, 2, 3 is 1 or 0, depending on
whether component K is input or not,
respectively
ICASE The case counter, which should be initialized to
zero before the first call to this subroutine
IEND 1: an END OF FILE is encountered; presumably
the previous case is the last case
=0: no END OF FILE
Timing: The timing is proportional to the number of elements in
ARMISC and AR.
Tapes: TAPE 5 is used for input.
CALLING LIST
IPRG, NARMISC, ARMISC.








ARE TO BE INPUT
KIN (I), 1=1,3
10






NARMISC. A R M I S C * M A X O I M » M A X J , AR. iUN,NQF J, 1C AS E*
PURPOSE THIS PROGRAM P R O V I D E S FOR S T A N D A R D I Z E D INPUT
DIMENSION A R M l S C m » A R ( H A X O I N » H A X J , 3 1 » K I N ( 3 >
NARMISC * 40
INPUT ARMISC
R E A D ! 5.20) ( A R M ISC ( I ) » I»l » NARN ISC )
20 FOR1AT(8F10.2)





UPDATE THE C A S E COUNTER
ICASE » I C A S E + 1
INPUT K I N ( K ) , K » l » 2 » 3 WHERE K I N ( K ) IS 3 OR 1 DEPENDING
UPON WHETHER INPUT FOR COMPONENT K IS TO 3E INPUT
BELOW OR NOT
R E A 3 ( 5 , 5 0 ) (K IN ( I ) « I>1>3 )
S3 FOR1ATI16 I5 )
LOOP ON THE K INDEX
DO IOC K- 1,3
IF( K IN(K) .NE. l ) GO TO 100
COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS J TO R E A D
H I S : 2 2 « A R M I S C ( 2 2 J
NGC3EF « A R M I S C (18»<l
NOFSA-0




miISC22.Ea.3)NOCOEF - A R M I S C ( 2 3 >
NOFJ -9»NGCOEF +NOFFA+M3F A 1*NOCOEF
INPUT AR FOR I • 1 AND 2 A L W A Y S
R E A ) ( 5 , o O ) ( A R ( 1,J,K),J«1,NOF J )
12
60 FOR1AK9F8.0*
R E A J < 5 , 7 0 » ( A R < 2 . J » K I » J » 1 , N O F J )
73 F O R K A T J 9 F 8 . 2 )
INPUT Aft FOR I « 2 AND A B O V E ONLY WHEN A R ( l , l » < )
IS N3T 2E«
NRHO - AR( 1.1,Kt
tF( NRHJ.EO.O »GO TO 100
00 90 IRHQ-1><4RHQ
1 » IRHO + 2
90 R E A D ( 5 > 7 0 » iA»« 1»J»K),J«1,NDFJ)





Purpose: This subroutine inputs distortion data on logical unit TAPE 5
per component (K = 1, 2, or 3) as average values or per
spanwise positions (see AR) and per angle (up to 40), prints
out the values input, calculates the Fourier series according
to AKMISC data, and places the resulting data in AR.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Print a title and case number.
2) Perform the following steps for each component input.
3) Input the number of angles, up to ^0 and at least 2, and
a parameter that the distortion will be given at the
spanwise positions in AR or as average values.
4) Input the angles in degrees.
5) Input the distortion per angle when only average values
are input.
6) Otherwise, per spanwise position, input the distortion
per angle.
7) Print out the component index.
8) For printout, divide the number of angles into groups of
5 and for each group perform steps 9 and 10.
9) Print the angles in the present group.
10) Print the distortion according to the input in steps
5 and 6.
14
11) Compute.the number of Fourier series indexes and the
index multiplication factor.
12) For the average values or for each spanwise position,
repeat steps 13 and 16.
13) Set the I index for AR.
14) For each Fourier series index, repeat steps 15 and 16.
15) Compute the Fourier series sine and cosine coefficients
by integration over angle using the trapezoidal rule.
16) Store the coefficients calculated in AR.







MAXDIM See FORTRAN dictionary
MAXJ
KIN Array of components input; see subroutine INPT
15
MAXPHI Second dimension of array V set in calling




AR See FORTRAN dictionary for definition; this
will contain the computed Fourier coefficients
NOFJ The number of J positions used
OUTPUT
V The array of input distortion values, dimen-
sioned V(MAXDIM,MAXPHI), where the rows
correspond to sparvwise data and the columns
correspond to angle data
Restrictions: There must be at least two angles, but at most MAXPHI
which is set to 40 in SDRIVER. The spanwise positions
(unless average values) must be those in array AR.
Printout: The distortion values input will be printed out.
Timing: The timing is proportional to MAXDIM x MAXPHI.











OF ANGLES AND THE




















LOOP ON THE GROUPS













J INDEX USED IN AR
JLAST





SET UP LOOP ON AVERAGE
VALUE OF NUMBER
SPAN POSITIONS
DO 200 ILOOP= 1, NLOOP
18
COMPUTE THE I INDEX
WITH RESPECT TO AR
LOOP ON NUMBER OF
FOURIER INDICES








COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF
ANGLE SUB - INTERVALS
NPHIM1=NPHI -1
LOOP ON SUB - INTERVALS
DO 190 J = l, NPHIM1
COMPUTE THE ANGLES
IN RADIANS AT THE
INTERVAL END POINTS
PHIJ. PHIJP1
INTERGRATE OVER THE PRESENT













NOFJ = NOFJ + ARMISC (23)
C RETURN J
20
SUBROUTINE DISCOEFURMI SC ,H AXDIM* MAXJ, A*»KIN»NOF J»MAXPHI . V. ICASE »
PURPOSE THIS IS A D A T A REDUCTION SUBROUTINE WHICH INPUTS
DISTORTION. A R H I S C < 2 2 ) « 4 » V A L U E S PER S P A N POSIT ION* THOSE
IN Af t * FOR A SET OF ANGLES* PRINTS OUT THOSE V A L U E S *
COMPUTES THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S A C C O R D I N G TO A R M I S C < 2 3 >
AND Af t*JSC<2*> AND PLACES THOSE VALUES IN AR
DIMENSION A R M I S C m » A R ( M A X D l 1 , K 4 * J » 3 » » V ( NAXDI M» H AXPH t) ,< I N C 3 I
OAU DTOR/0.0174532925199V,TwU-»! /6.28318530717959/
INPUT THE DISTORTION VI I ,J) WHERE I « 1* C OR*E S>POSOS TO THE
ANGLE* 1-2 TO THE A V E R A G E VALUE* l«3*4.... TO S P A N W I S E
POSITIONS AR(I»1*K1» J«l»2»... CORRESPOND TO A 4 G L E S
PRINT TITLE
W R I T E ( b . 5 ) I C A S E
5 FORMAT* lHl / / l lX**OISTOftTION INPUT FOR C A S E *,I3)
LOOP ON COMPONENT
00 *00 K» l *3
IF< K IN(K) .EO.O > GO TO «00
INPUT NPHI* THE NJMSER OF ANGLES* AT MOST <*0, AND
NSPANO* 0 IF ONLY A V E R A G E VALUES OF D I S T O R T I O N ARE GIVEN
OR EQUAL TO A*U*l*K> FOR SPANWISE DATA
REA3(5 *10 ) NPHI,NSPANO
10 FOR1ATU615)
C INPUT THE ANGLE IN DEGREES
C
READ<5,20) ( V( 1,J),J« l.NPHI )
20 FOR1ATOF10.*)
IF( NSPAMO ) 40*33*40
C
: INPUT THE A V E R A G E D ISTORTION V A L U E S
*
30 READ<5 ,20> I V< 2* J )* J» 1»NPHI »
60 TO 60
C
: INPUT THE DISTORTION PER S P A N W I S E P O S I T I O N
c
43 DO SO ISPANO-1»NSPAND
1 ' ISPAND * 2
50 REAJ(5,20) iVl I»J»»J»1»NPHI)








P R I N T T H E : O M P O N E N T
W R I T E ( 6 » 7 0 ) K
FOR1ATUHO»10X,*K « * , (1)
DIV IDE THE A N G L E S HTQ GROUPS OF 5 FOR COLUMN OUTPUT
NCR? • ( S P H I - 1 ) 15 * I
00 140 I G R P « 1 . N G R P
C O M P U T E THE F I R S T A ^ D - L A S T J INDEX W I T H R E S P E C T TO
V FOR THE P R E S E N T GROUP OF 5
Jl « U G R P - U * 5 * 1
J2 - M I N O t
PRINT THE ANGLES
30
W R I T E ( 6 > 8 0 > (V< 1,J). J.JL, J2)
F O R H A T ( I H O » 1 0 X » * ANGLE « *»5FIO.*)
|F( NSPAND ) 110.90.110
PRINT A V E R A G E D I S T O R T I O N VALUES
W R I T E <b, 100) •< V (2, J), J»J1,J2»
FOR1ATUHO»10X, ' A V E R A G E * *.5F10.«.)
co ro 1^0
PRINT DISTORTION V A L U E S PER S P A N W I S E P O S I T I O N
W R I T E I 6 . 115)
F O R 1 A T « 1 3 X » * S P A N » )
DO 12C I SPAND* ! . NSPAND
I - ISPAND + 2








C A L C U L A T E T H E D I S T O R T I O N FOURIER S E R I E S
COMPUTE THE L A S T J INDEX USED W I T H R E S P E C T TO AR
J L A S T « NOFJ
C O M P U T E THE F A C T O R S D E T E R M I N I N G THE FQJRIE* I N D I C E S
MAX:OEF * A R M I S C U 3 1 / 2
MULTFCT • A R M I S C I 2 4 )
22
: LOOP ON THE A V E R A G E VALUE OR SPANWISE P O S I T I O N INDEX
C S E T T I N G THE I A P P R O P R I A T E TO BOTH V AN3 Alt
NL03P * M A X O ( UNSPAND )
00 20C ILOOP- l .NLOOP
1 « I LOOP * 2
IF( N S P A N D . E O . O ) I«2
C
: LOOP ON NUMBER OF FOURIER S E R I E S C O E F F I C I E N T S
V^
00 20C L « 1 * M A X C O E F




C COMPUTE THE FOURIER COSINE AND SINE C O E F F I C I E N T FOR
C THE PRESENT SPAN P O S I T I O N AND FOURIER S E R I E S I N D E X
: BY I N T E G R A T I N G OVER THE ANGLE USING THE T R A P E Z O I D A L RULE




C LOOP ON THE SUB- INTERVALS
NPHIMl » NPHI - 1
00 190 J«1»NPHIM1
C
C SET THE ANGLES AND C O S I N E AND SINE ARGUMENTS
: AT THE INTERVAL END P O I N T S
C
JP1 • J*l
PHIJP1 » V l l f J P l ) *DTOR
PHN = V « I » J J * D T O R
ARG>UPl« N*PHIJP1
A R G ^ J • N*PHIJf
w
C COMPUTE THE T R A P E Z O I D A L RULE CONTRIBUT ION
ABN1 «A8S I* ( PHI J PI-PHI J)*m I. J P i ) * C D S ( A R G N J P l ) * y ( I, J )*C 3S ( ARGNJ ) )
193 A B N 2 » A B N 2 H P H I JP1-PHIJ I * ( V( I, JP1)*SIN( A R G N J P D + V (I* J I * S I N ( A R G N J ) I
ABN l« A B N 1 * H U L T F C T
ABN2» A B N 2 * M U L T F C T
C
Z S T O R E THE C O E F F I C I E N T IN AR
^
JN£<T = J L A S T * 2*U-1»*1
4 R ( I » J N E X T , K > » A8N1
A R I I » J N E X T * 1 , K ) « 4 B N 2
A R U » J ' 4 E X T , K | « N S P A N O
23












Purpose: This subroutine provides for a standardized output on TAPE 6
of the arrays ARMISC and AR.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Print the case number.
2) Print the array ARMISC.
3) For each component K input, repeat the following steps.
4) Divide the number of I's into groups of 6 per line.







IPRG The five-letter name (SHxxxxx) of the primary
subroutine being used
ICASE The number of the case
25







The number of J's in AR
KIN(K), K = 1, .... 3 is 1 or 0 depending on
whether component K data is to be printed
(i.e., input)
Timing: The timing is proportional to the number of elements in the
arrays ARMISC and AR.
Tapes: TAPE 6 is used for output.
26
CALLING LIST
PROG. ICASE, NARMISC, ARMISC.
HAXDIM, MAXJ, AR, NOFJ, KIN
cENTER
PRINT THE PRIMARY SUBROUTINE
NAME AND THE CASE NUMBER
PRINT THE ARRAY ARMISC
DO 200 K = 1,3
DIVIDE THE NUMBER OF
J INTO GROUPS OF 6
NGRP
DO 150 IGRP = 1, N G R P
PRINT THE J's IN THIS GROUP
FOR EACH I, PRINT AR






SUBROUTINE PRNTINUPRG. ICASE»NARMISC»ARMISC. f1AXDIM. MAXJ,AR,NOFJ.
1KIN)
C
: PURPOSE S T A N D A R D I Z E D INPUT PRINTOUT SUBROUTINE
•*W
DIMENSION ARM! S C J N A t M I S C ) *AR( MAXO I M. MAX J» 3 ) » KI N( 3)
D I M E N S I O N T l ( 2 >
D A T A Tl( 1 ) » T 1 ( 2 ) / 9 H INDEX . 9H VALUE/
to .
«RITE(6. 10) I P R G » I C A S E
10 FOR1AT<1H1/ /1HO, IOX. 'SUBROUTINE *• A5/1HO* IOX. * n PUT FOR C A S E *, I 3 )
^
NCLM-HINOI 4 » N A R H I S C )
W R I T E (b.eOHU I l),Tl (2 ) , ICLM- UNCLM)
20 F O R 1 A T ( 1 H O * I O X » * A R R A Y ARM ISC* /10X ,8 A9)
00 35 I * * U N R O W
W R I f E ( 6 . 3 0 ) (I» A R M I S C U > » I» IR »NAR«I SC» NROW )
30 FOR1AT1
35 CONTINUE
O F O R M A T ( / 1 H O » I O X » * A R R A Y AR*I
D O 2 0 0 K » l , 3
IF« I N ( K ) . E Q . O » GO TO 230
N Q F I « A R ( l , l > K ) «• 2
NGR»» (NOFJ- l ) /6+ l
*5 W R I T E (6> 5 0 ) K
50 FOR1AT(1HO»1U,*K - *»I1)
DO 15C IGRP»1»NGRP
Jl«< IGRP-1 )*6 *l
J2«MINJ{ J1*5»NOFJ)
W R i f E ( f a » 6 0 ) ( J » J = J1»J2)
60 F O R 1 A T < !HO»l lXf *J «*, b« 8X » I 2» IX ) )
W R I T E ( 6 » 7 0 )
70 FORMATUH »12X»*1*J
DO IOC t -1»NOFI
W R I f E l b . S O ) < l , « A R ( I . J ,K)»J«J i ,J2)








Purpose: This subroutine prints out the modal amplitudes, array
ALPHAMN, as computed by a primary subroutine.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Print the heading.
2) Divide the number of m's into groups of 3.
3) For each group in step 2, repeat the following steps.
4) Compute the index corresponding to the largest and
smallest m in the present group.
5) Compute the largest n corresponding to the m's in
this group.
6) For each n, up to the largest, repeat the following
steps.
7) Construct a variable format such that for each m in the
present group, the format will print blank or the modal
amplitude as a modulus and a phase between -180° and
180°, depending on whether there is or is not a modal
amplitude corresponding to the current m and n,
respectively.






Timing: The timing is proportional to NOFM times the largest value
in MAXN.







DIVIDE THE NO. OF M'S
INTO GROUPS OF 3
MLP
DO 100 ILP = 1, MLP
COMPUTE THE MUSE ARRAY
INDEX OF THE FIRST AND LAST
M IN THIS GROUP
IM1, (ML
COMPUTE THE LARGEST MAXIMUM N














FORM(L+2)-10H, F 10.Z 2X
L' L+2
PRINT THE ARRAY
VAR ACCORDING TO THE
FORMAT FORM
60
THERE IS NO MODAL
AMPLITUDE
VAR (L) = VAR (L*1) = 1H/







C PURPOSE S T A N D A R D I Z E D NODAL A M P L I T U D E PRINTOUT
f*
DIMENSION MUSE< MO I M) » MAXN (MDI M ) » V AR J 6 I . FORM! 3 )
C O M P L E X A L P H A N N ( N O I M . MUl.l)» AL PHA
DAU M E » B L N K . a A O T O O G MHM » , 1H » 57. 29577951 3082 32/
REAL MODULUS
W R i r E < 6 , 1 0 )
10 FOR1ATUHO,11X. *MODAL A M P L I T U D E S « ( M O D U L U S * P H A S E ) * /
UHO* 13X,*PHASE.LT.180 OEG AND PHASE.GT. - 180 DEC* )
C
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF M IN S E T S OF 3
HLP «<NOFM- l ) / 3 * I
LOOP ON SETS OF M, COMPUTING THE FIRST ANO LAST M
DO 100 ILP«i»MLP
IM1 « 3+ULP-l}*-!
IML « MINOt IM1»2,NOFN)
C
C PRINT THE M AND COLUMN HEADING N
!•
W R I T E < 6 » 201- ( M E * M U S E ( IM) . IM-I Ml* I ML )
20 FOR1ATUHC.13X. 3 (9X»A ' *> 14,7X) )
W R I T E ( b » 3 0 )
30 FOR1ATU3X,*N*>
C COMPUTE THE L A R G E S T N O V E R ALL MIN THIS SET
NBIG « 1
00 ^0 M>IMUIML
<»0 NBIO « * A X O ( M A X N ( I M ) » N 3 1 G )
C
C LOOPING ON N» C O N S T R U C T THE F O R M A T
C
00 90 N « l t N B I G
.'
OPEN THE FORMAT AND SET N PRINT FORMAT
L - 1
FORN(1)*10H( HX,I3
LOOP ON M* FILLING THE V A R I A B L E AND F O R M A T
DO 80 IH»IM1,I1L
DECISION ON T Y P E OF ELEMENT
IFI N-NAXNUM) )50»50»60
33
MODAL AMPLITUDE HERE ONLY
90 A L P H A * A L P H A M N ( N . I M )
MODULUS « C A B S < A L P H A )
IF(MODULUS» 53»52>53
52 PHASE » 0.
GO TO 55
53 PHASE * A T A N 2 1 A IMA G( AL PHA) , RE AL ( ALPHA I ) * R A O T O O S
55 V A R ( L ) » MODULUS
L «L*1
FORHL) » 10H»E12.2
V A R ( L ) - PHASE
FOR1U) * 1 0 H » F 1 0 . 2 » 2 X
GO TO 83
60 V A R ( L) * BLNK
L « L«-i
FQRM(L I * 10H,A12
V A R ( L ) * BLNK





C COMPUTE NUMBER OF WORDS IN FORMAT AND SET L A S T ELEMENT
L » L * 1
FORM( L )«10H)
C
L • L - 2








3.0 TEST CASE RESULTS
The purpose of these test cases is to demonstrate the different options
included in the four subroutine packages.
The test cases executed with primary subroutine AAAAA include the
evaluation of several options that are common to all four packages.
The test cases with the other three packages demonstrate options that
are unique for each one of them.
The test cases for the packages AAAAA and BBCAA include base cases.
The inputs used for the base cases serve as reference inputs. The in-
puts for the other test cases are equal to the reference inputs except
for one or a few input parameters.
3.1 Primary Subroutine AAAAA
Case
Base case:
Viscous wakes interaction between inlet stator and rotor
Viscous wakes interaction between rotor and outlet stator:
ARMISC(5) = ISOROS = 2.
Base case with:
ARMISC(IA) = harmonic index = 2.
Base case with:
ARMISC(4) = 1. indicates downstream propagation
Base case with:




ARMISC(13) - .1 indicates wake skewness at rotor
Base case with:
AR(1,J,K) = 0. indicates average input values in the
AR array only.
36
3.1.1 Card Image of Main Driver Imput
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3.1.2 Primary Subroutine Input/Output
SUBROUTINE A A A A A
INPUT FOR C A S E 1
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MODAL AMPLITUDES = ( M O D U L U S » P H A S E )
P H A S E . L T . 1 8 0 OEG AND P H & S E . G T . - 1 3 0 DtG
M » -5 M « 5
N
1 ^.3<?E-C3 -I'f.j; 2.33E-03 -7<*.22
2 8 .3CE-03 -^.27 1.28E-03 -102.38
3 8.70E-03 -^5.33 1.30E-03 o5.29
41
SUBROUTINE A A A A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S * J MODULUS* PHASE )
P H A S E . LT. 130 OEG AND PHAS E . GT.- 130 DEC
K * -5 M *
0^ -33.39 3.22E-03 59.53
2 l .OAE-03 - .28 7.50E-03 16.11
3 3.35E-03 -13.56 1.11E-02 -23.72
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SUftROUTlNE A A A A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S » ( M O D U L U S • P H A S E »
PHASE.LT .180 OEG AND PHASE.GT . -130 DEC
N
1 1.97E-03 -103.96 2.08E-03 -21.o5 3.62E-03 51.12
2 3.88E-C3 -170.45 3.16E-03 -87.3* 2.24.E-03 1.81
3 3.71E-03 -121.15? 7.61E-04. 23.53
4 3.78E-03 -122.34 " 6 .79E-Q4 -40. 33
5 3.32E-03 -102.22 4 .20E-04 13o.b5
b 7i37E.-03 -63.83 3.95E-CK 125.31
7 4.13E-04 -^4. t3
M » 10 H » 20
N
1 1.92E-03 -176.85 1.23E-03 -68.23
2 1.75E-03 i4d .94 2.98E-04 53.23
3 8.02E-04 125.37
4 4 .o2E-04 -33.33
5 l . b C E - 0 3 -37.76
6 6.90E-G3 -24 .53
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SUBROUTINE A A A A A
INPUT FOR CASE
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NODAL AMPLITUDES * (MODULUS.PHASE)
PHASE.LT.180 DEC AND PHASE.GT.-180 DEC
« » -5 « • 5
N
I 3.03E-C4 -63.08 2.69E-03 9b.6l
£ 2.76E-03 -^^,.*A 4.23E-03 67.53
3 5.50E-03 -^3.93 4.&OE-03 43 .55
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S U B R O U T I N E A A A A A
INPUT F Q S C A S E
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S = { M O D U L U S , P H A S E )
PHASE.LT.130 OEG AND PHASE.GT.-130 DEC
M « -5 M - 5
N
1 4.D9E-03 -35.5<? 2.35E-03 -12C.74
2 7.29E-03 -64.54 1.27E-03 -159.56
3 6.94E-03 -57.70 1.88E-03 32.13
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SUBROUTINE A A A A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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NODAL AMPLITUDES * (MODULUS»?HAS6»
PHASE.LT.180 DEC ANO PHiSE.0T.-180 DEC
H • -5 H • 5
H
1 3.13E-03 60.*7 2.73E-03 -31.72
2 9.15E-C3 -10.21 1.506-03 -8*.26
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S * < M O D U L U S » P H A S E )
P H A S E . L T . 1 8 0 3EG ANO P H A S E . G T . - 1 3 0 DEC
M « -5 M = • 5
N
1 4.99E-03 -17.19 2.96E-03 -79.90
2 3 .05E-03 -63.00 2 .65E-03 -106.36
3 1.03E-02 -105.93 5.d6E-G<. -153.5b
53
3.2 Primary Subroutine AABAA
Case
Inlet stator-rotor interaction, rotor is sound source:
ARMISC(5) = ISOROS =1.
ARMISC(18) = IAERO = 1.
Inlet stator-rotor interaction, inlet stator is sound source:
ARMISC(5) = ISOROS = 1.
ARMISC(18) = IAERO = -1.
Rotor-outlet stator interaction, outlet stator is sound source;
ARMISC(5) = ISOROS =2.
AFMISC(18) = IAERO =1.
Rotor-outlet stator interaction, rotor is sound source:
ARMISC(5) ' = ISOROS = 2.
ARMISC(18) = IAERO = -1.
54
3.2.1 Card Image of Main Driver Input
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3.2.2 Primary Subroutine Input/Output
S U B R O U T I N E A A B A A
INPUT FOR C A S E I
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MODAL AMPLITUDES * (HQOIXUS»PH456>
PHASE.LT,180 DEC AND PsUS E. CT . - 130 .360
« • -5 N • 5
N
I 3.17E-03 -105.54 I .28E-02
e U23E-03 -55.62 2.2oE-0* 82.98
3 4.04E-05 170.01 ? . B * C _ A * -•- -
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SUBROUTINE A A B A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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V A L U E
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S - « M O O U L J S , P H A S E »
PHASE.LT .130 OEG AND PH4SE.GT. -L30 OEG
H « -5 N » 5
N
1 *.72E-03 139.39 1.5<»E-02 17*.89
2 3 .UE-02 128.^9 5.07E-02 132.5to
3 7.*6E-02 116.52 3.9<»E-02 11^.36
60
SUBROUTINE AABAA
1HPJT = OR CASE
ARRAY 4RKISC
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S « « MODUL US .PHA SE )
PHASE.LT.180 OEG AND PHASE.GT,-i30 OEG
« « -5 H - 5
N
1 1.61E-03 -125.08 b.5*E-C3 71.63
2 S.7*E-0<* 157.03 d.7^E-03 133.00
3 1.39E-Q3 173.56 1.16E-02 -175.00
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SUBROUTINE A A 8 A A
INPJT F O R C A S E
A R R A Y A R K I S C
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S - ( M30ULUS »P HA SE )
P H A S E . LT. 100 OEG AND PHASE.GT. - i30 OEG
N « -5 H «
1 l.OE-02 -11.73 *.20E-02 23.32
2 3.3*E-02 '-55.51 1.966-02 -19.56
3 4.93E-C2 -65.^6 •».9J6-02 157.81
64
3.3 Primary Subroutine BCDAA
Case
Cone model distortion:
ARMISC(22) =1. = distortion model selector
ARMISC(23) = .95 = maximum distortion
ARMISC(24) = .8 = radial location of maximum distortion
Power law distortion model:
ARMISC(22) = 2.
ARMISC(23) = 1. = exponent q
AR(2,12,2) = .1 = a,, first cosine coefficient of the
Fourier series representation of the
incident velocity distortion
Fourier series coefficient input for incident velocity
distortion:
ARMISC(22) = 4. = The Fourier coefficients of the dis-
distortion are computed by DISCOEF and
ARMISC(22) is reset to 3 before used by
subroutine BCDAA
ARMISC(23) = 52. = number of Fourier series coefficients
to be computed
ARMISC(24) =1. = MULTFCT




3.3.1 Card Image of Main Driver Input




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NODAL AMPLITUDES • ( MODULJS .PH4 S t - >









































































































































































SUBROUTINE B C O A A
INPUT FOR C A S E 2





















































































































































MODAL AMPLITUDES = <MODULUS,PHASE)








































































































































































D I S T O R T I O N INPUT F O * C A S E
K « 2
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SUBROUTINE B C D A A
INPUT FOR C A S E 3
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MODAL AMPLITUDES * (MODULUS.PHASE)









































































































































































SUBROUTINE B C D A A
INPUT FOR C A S E































































































































































NOOAL A M P L I T U D E S « ( M O D U L U S > P H A S E )
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3.4 Primary Subroutine BBCAA
Case
Base case:
Eddy with axial eddy velocity component only
Base case with:
ARMISC(25) = 4. indicates that Filotas lift response
function is used
Base case with:
AEMISC(38) = 1. indicates that noncompact source theory is
used
Base case with:
'ARMISC(34) = .04 indicates short length eddy
Base case with:
ARMISC(34) = 10. indicates long length eddy
Base case with angular rather than axial eddy velocity
component:
ARMISC(30) = .0 = axial eddy velocity
ARMISC(31) = .05 = angular eddy velocity component
ARMISC(34) = .0 = eddy length for axial eddy velocity
component




7 Base case with both velocity components:
ARMISC(31) = .05 = angular eddy velocity component
ARMISC(35) = 0.4 = eddy length for angular eddy velocity
component
V
8 Base case with:
AEMISC(26) = 1. indicates start of accumulation of mode
amplitudes
ARMISC(29) = 3.1416 = angular location of eddy center
9 Base case with:
AKMISC(26) = 3. = end of accumulation of mode amplitudes
10 Base case with:
ARMISC(37) = .8 = time delay resulting from the axial
position of the eddy center at the
temporal origin
11 Base case with:
ARMISC(34) = 10. = long length eddy
AR(2,2,2) = .1 = average rotor chord length
AR(I,10,2) = .0 = maximum blade camber of rotor
AR(I,11,2) = .0 = rotor blade angle of attack
The data of this case represents the same conditions as case
3 of primary subroutine BCDAA.
84 .
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3.U.2 Primary Subroutine Input A>i*rut
S U B R O U T I N E B B C A A
I N P U T FUR C A S E 1
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SUBROUTINE B B C A A
INPUT FOR C A S E






















































































































































MODAL A M P L I T U D E S = ( M O D U L U S , P H A S E )









































































































































































S U B R O U T I N E B B C A A
INPUT FQS C A S E
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MODAL- A M P L I T U D E S = ( 130ULUS » PH ASE )

























































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE B B C A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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M O D A L A M P L I T U D E S = ( M O D U L U S » P H A S E I























































































































































































































































S U B R O U T I N E 8 B C A A
INPUT FOR CASE
A R R A Y
I N O E
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MODAL A M P L I T U D E S - < M O D U L U S » P H A S E >

























































































































































































































































S U B R O U T I N E B B C A A
INPUT FOR C A S E 6
A R R A Y A R I

























































































































































MODAL A M P L I T U D E S = ( M O D U L U S . P H A S E )








































































































































































SUBROUTINE 3 B C A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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SUBROUTINE B B C A A
INPUT FOR C A S E
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MODAL AMPLITUDES « (MODULUS*PHASE I









































































































































































INPUT FOR C A S E 9
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